
 
Dance 

1. What is a flash mob? When dancers join in a large dance at different times. 
2. What is dancing in unison? Dancing in a group at the same times with the same 

moves. 
3. What is the tempo of the music? Speed – fast or slow 
4. Which dance piece was faster – stars or astronauts? The shooting stars 
5. What was the name of our flash mob dance? Zoom to the Moon 

Outdoor PE-Athletics 

1. What does FACT stand for when running? Face forward- head still  Arms pump fast- 
hip to lip  Speedy feet   Trunk upright 

2. When throwing what do you need to remember?  

Look where they are throwing- Aiming, 

Point to the target- Identify  

Opposite leg to arm that is releasing. 

3. When throwing with height and distance what skills do you need? 

Hand position when throwing to ensure maximum impact 

Foot stance- grounding well and bending knees 

Keeping trunk upright and turning from the waist not the neck 

4. What two things are essential for a successful and safe jump? 
Bend knees and Swing of arms. 

5. Why is it important to Risk Assess before jumping/running or throwing? 
Safety/reducing risk 

 

Art and Design  

1.How did Katsushika Hokusai produce the The Great Wave off Kanawaga? Carved in a wood 

block then printed and painted. 

2. What was the name of the series of woodblock prints that The Great Wave off Kanawaga 

is from? ‘Thirty-six Views of Mount Fuji’. 

3. What age did Hokusai paint The Great Wave? 70 years old. 

4.Which composer was inspired to create La Mer because he loved The Great Wave so 

much? Claude Debussy 

5.Name the 3 sections that we drew The Great Wave in. Foreground, middle ground, 

background 

6. How many fishing boats are depicted in The Great Wave? 3 
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Dear Parent/Carer, 
Welcome back to the first half of the Summer Term. We hope that you and the children have 
had an enjoyable Easter break. This letter is to inform you of what your child will be learning 
this term, through a range of questions that they should be able to answer by the end of the 
first Summer Term. 

 
Mathematics 
1. How many cm are there in a meter?  100cm 
2. What is half of 12?   6 
3. What is double 7?    14 
4. What is 4 X 5 ?         20 
5. What is 20 divided by 5?    4 
 

English 
1. How is speech punctuated? New speaker new line, open and close inverted commas. 
2. What grammatical features are used to enhance writing? Emotion first sentence, question 
marks, range of sentence types (statement, question, command, explanation), fronted 
adverbials. 
3. Strategies used when composing a piece of writing. Talk aloud, check, pinching sounds. 
4. What is the job of a time connective? To order or sequence. 
5. Imperative verbs do an important job, what is it? They are busy being bossy- instructing. 
6. What is the job of an adverb when writing instructions? Tells the reader how to do 
something. (Carefully, spread the jam on the bread/Spread the jam on the bread carefully). 
 

Science 
1.What are the 2 poles of a magnet called? North and South 

2.What happens when you put opposite poles of a magnet together? They attract each 

other 

3.What happens when you put same poles together? They repel each other 

4.Name a magnetic material. Iron, Steel 

5.Which of these objects would be attracted to the magnet – plastic spoon, steel can, woolly 

scar? Steel can 

R.E. 

1. What important skill do children learn during Yom Kippur?  Saying Sorry (atoning) 

Sacrificing for the greater good 

2. What is the symbol called for Judaism? The Star of David 

3. What is Rosh Hashanah? Jewish New Year 

4. What is Yom Kippur? Holiest day of the Jewish Calendar.  

5. What is Tashlich? The act of setting sins free on a body of water. 

 

PSHE 

1.What does the word online mean? To be connected over the internet using a device. 

2. Name 2 things you can use the internet for? Keeping in touch with family, play music, play 

games, find out information, send emails  

3. Name 3 examples of personal information. Passwords, addresses, school name, age. 

phone number 

4. What does consent mean? Allowing someone to do something by giving your permission 

5. Who could tell you if you see something that upsets you online? A trusted adult. 

 

History 

1.Which 2 countries were trying to be the first in space? America and Russia (Soviet Union) 

2. Why is Katherine Johnson famous? She was a mathematician who worked out how to get 

an astronaut into space and back again safely. 

3. Who was the first man on the moon? Neil Armstrong. 

4. When did the moon landing happen? 1969 (21st July) 

5. What were the famous words Neil Armstrong said when he landed on the Moon? 

One small step for man, one giant leap for mankind. 

 

French-colours 

1. How many colours can you name in French? Bleu-blue  Noir-black  Gris-grey    Orange  

Blanc-white  Jaune-yellow   Rose-pink   Violet-purple Rouge-red  Vert-green   Marron-brown 

2. How do you ask someone their favourite colour in French?  Quelle est ta couleur 

preferee? 

3. Spell red, yellow, blue, green, orange in French.  Rouge, Jaune, Bleu, Vert, Orange 

 

DT 

1.What do wheels have to be attached to enable them to rotate? An axle 

2.What do you call the base that a vehicle is built upon? A chassis 

3.What does accuracy mean? Something being correct or precise 

4.What does to score a material mean?Cut a groove into a material to enable it to make a 

slit 

5.What is a mechanism? Parts of an object that move together to make something work 

6.What does terrain mean? It’s the natural characteristics of the ground or piece of land. 


